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few on the market completely dedicated to mastering surfacing tools. Each of the ten chapters has clean,
clear instructions with plentiful diagrams to lead you through carefully selected exercises based on the
author’s own work experience and techniques. You are guided from a review of surfacing basics, to
advanced surface modeling of real-world objects, to an explanation and example of hybrid modeling, to
surface repairs and patches. Peruse the table of contents and pick and choose the chapters you are
interested in or complete all chapters consecutively to give you an in-depth understanding of all the tools
and procedures needed to create surface designs. The projects you will work on in this book include a
shoehorn, computer mouse, phone case, a modem housing, and stents. Woven into each of these are
procedures, approaches and solutions for possible issues that might arise when you are using surfacing
tools. These can be applied to any project you create. Each project touches on a variety of frequently used
commands such as extrude, loft, boundary, and sweep; surface revolved, filled, split, and knit; using deform
and configurations; mirroring bodies; creating an axis, curve driven and circular patterns, fillets, and
molded parts. Look for the post-it notes next to commands for helpful tips and definitions. Throughout the
book, you will learn techniques of hybrid modeling, the combination of surface and solid modeling. The last
part of the book takes it one step further. Chapter 8 examines hybrid modeling in-depth, guiding you stepby-step from a 2D sketch to the final product, a handle housing. The last two chapters focus on molded
parts, creating and saving visual properties of models and how to repair faulty surfaces. The advanced
surfacing tools and techniques in this book give you the confidence to tackle projects using hybrid
modeling. It is the best method to take full advantage of SOLIDWORKS’ modeling power and create more
complex designs.
Learn SOLIDWORKS 2020 Mar 25 2022 Explore a practical and example-driven approach to understanding
SOLIDWORKS 2020 and achieving CSWA and CSWP certification Key FeaturesGain comprehensive insights
into the core aspects of mechanical part modelingGet up to speed with generating assembly designs with
both standard and advanced matesFocus on design practices for both 2D as well as 3D modeling and
prepare to achieve CWSP and CWSA certificationBook Description SOLIDWORKS is the leading choice for
3D engineering and product design applications across industries such as aviation, automobiles, and
consumer product design. This book takes a practical approach to getting you up and running with
SOLIDWORKS 2020. You'll start with the basics, exploring the software interface and working with drawing
files. The book then guides you through topics such as sketching, building complex 3D models, generating

Mastering SolidWorks Jul 17 2021 The complete SolidWorks reference-tutorial for beginner to advanced
techniques Mastering SolidWorks is the reference-tutorial for all users. Packed with step-by-step
instructions, video tutorials for over 40 chapters, and coverage of little-known techniques, this book takes
you from novice to power user with clear instruction that goes beyond the basics. Fundamental techniques
are detailed with real-world examples for hands-on learning, and the companion website provides tutorial
files for all exercises. Even veteran users will find value in new techniques that make familiar tasks faster,
easier, and more organized, including advanced file management tools that simplify and streamline preflight checks. SolidWorks is the leading 3D CAD program, and is an essential tool for engineers, mechanical
designers, industrial designers, and drafters around the world. User friendly features such as drag-anddrop, point-and-click, and cut-and-paste tools belie the software’s powerful capabilities that can help you
create cleaner, more precise, more polished designs in a fraction of the time. This book is the
comprehensive reference every SolidWorks user needs, with tutorials, background, and more for beginner
to advanced techniques. Get a grasp on fundamental SolidWorks 2D and 3D tasks using realistic examples
with text-based tutorials Delve into advanced functionality and capabilities not commonly covered by howto guides Incorporate improved search, Pack-and-Go and other file management tools into your workflow
Adopt best practices and exclusive techniques you won’t find anywhere else Work through this book
beginning-to-end as a complete SolidWorks course, or dip in as needed to learn new techniques and timesaving tricks on-demand. Organized for efficiency and designed for practicality, these tips will remain
useful at any stage of expertise. With exclusive coverage and informative detail, Mastering SolidWorks is
the tutorial-reference for users at every level of expertise.
Mastering Surface Modeling with SOLIDWORKS 2021 Jul 29 2022 Mastering Surface Modeling with
SOLIDWORKS 2021 focuses on surfacing tools, an important aspect of SOLIDWORKS’ design capabilities
that fills in the gaps that might be left by using solid modeling alone. If you are a SOLIDWORKS user
currently relying on solid modeling for designs, or are just not familiar with surface modeling techniques,
this book will add these skills to your repertoire to help you create the highest-quality models. For
instructors teaching this advanced skillset, this book’s proven techniques, practical examples and training
files will give students a broad understanding of the procedures needed to build freeform shapes and place
them well on their way to creating sophisticated surface designs of their own. This manual is one of only a
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dynamic and static assemblies, and generating 2D engineering drawings to equip you for mechanical
design projects. You'll also do practical exercises to get hands-on with creating sketches, 3D part models,
assemblies, and drawings. To reinforce your understanding of SOLIDWORKS, the book is supplemented by
downloadable files that will help you follow up with the concepts and exercises found in the book. By the
end of this book, you'll have gained the skills you need to create professional 3D mechanical models using
SOLIDWORKS, and you'll be able to prepare effectively for the Certified SOLIDWORKS Associate (CSWA)
and Certified SOLIDWORKS Professional (CSWP) exams. What you will learnUnderstand the fundamentals
of SOLIDWORKS and parametric modelingCreate professional 2D sketches as bases for 3D models using
simple and advanced modeling techniquesUse SOLIDWORKS drawing tools to generate standard
engineering drawingsEvaluate mass properties and materials for designing parts and
assembliesUnderstand the objectives and the formats of the CSWA and CSWP examsDiscover expert tips
and tricks to generate different part and assembly configurations for your mechanical designsWho this
book is for This book is for aspiring engineers, designers, drafting technicians, or anyone looking to get
started with the latest version of SOLIDWORKS. Anyone interested in becoming a Certified SOLIDWORKS
Associate (CSWA) or Certified SOLIDWORKS Professional (CSWP) will also find this book useful.
Parametric Modeling with SOLIDWORKS 2022 Nov 01 2022 Parametric Modeling with SOLIDWORKS 2022
contains a series of seventeen tutorial style lessons designed to introduce SOLIDWORKS 2022, solid
modeling and parametric modeling techniques and concepts. This book introduces SOLIDWORKS 2022 on a
step-by-step basis, starting with constructing basic shapes, all the way through to the creation of assembly
drawings and motion analysis. This book takes a hands on, exercise intensive approach to all the important
parametric modeling techniques and concepts. Each lesson introduces a new set of commands and
concepts, building on previous lessons. The lessons guide the user from constructing basic shapes to
building intelligent solid models, assemblies and creating multi-view drawings. This book also covers some
of the more advanced features of SOLIDWORKS 2022, including how to use the SOLIDWORKS Design
Library, basic motion analysis, collision detection and analysis with SimulationXpress. The exercises in this
book cover the performance tasks that are included on the Certified SOLIDWORKS Associate (CSWA)
Examination. Reference guides located at the front of the book and in each chapter show where these
performance tasks are covered. This book also introduces you to the general principles of 3D printing
including a brief history of 3D printing, the types of 3D printing technologies, commonly used filaments,
and the basic procedure for printing a 3D model. 3D printing makes it easier than ever for anyone to start
turning their designs into physical objects and by the end of this book you will be ready to start printing out
your own designs.
Parametric Modeling with SOLIDWORKS 2016 Aug 18 2021 Parametric Modeling with SOLIDWORKS 2016
contains a series of sixteen tutorial style lessons designed to introduce SOLIDWORKS 2016, solid modeling
and parametric modeling techniques and concepts. This book introduces SOLIDWORKS 2016 on a step-bystep basis, starting with constructing basic shapes, all the way through to the creation of assembly
drawings and motion analysis. This book takes a hands on, exercise intensive approach to all the important
parametric modeling techniques and concepts. Each lesson introduces a new set of commands and
concepts, building on previous lessons. The lessons guide the user from constructing basic shapes to
building intelligent solid models, assemblies and creating multi-view drawings. This book also covers some
of the more advanced features of SOLIDWORKS 2016, including how to use the SOLIDWORKS Design
Library, basic motion analysis, collision detection and analysis with SimulationXpress. The exercises in this
book cover the performance tasks that are included on the Certified SOLIDWORKS Associate (CSWA)
Examination. Reference guides located at the front of the book and in each chapter show where these
performance tasks are covered.
Mastering Surface Modeling with SOLIDWORKS 2022 Dec 22 2021 Mastering Surface Modeling with
SOLIDWORKS 2022 focuses on surfacing tools, an important aspect of SOLIDWORKS’ design capabilities
that fills in the gaps that might be left by using solid modeling alone. If you are a SOLIDWORKS user
currently relying on solid modeling for designs, or are just not familiar with surface modeling techniques,
this book will add these skills to your repertoire to help you create the highest-quality models. For
instructors teaching this advanced skillset, this book’s proven techniques, practical examples and training
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files will give students a broad understanding of the procedures needed to build freeform shapes and place
them well on their way to creating sophisticated surface designs of their own. This manual is one of only a
few on the market completely dedicated to mastering surfacing tools. Each of the ten chapters has clean,
clear instructions with plentiful diagrams to lead you through carefully selected exercises based on the
author’s own work experience and techniques. You are guided from a review of surfacing basics, to
advanced surface modeling of real-world objects, to an explanation and example of hybrid modeling, to
surface repairs and patches. Peruse the table of contents and pick and choose the chapters you are
interested in or complete all chapters consecutively to give you an in-depth understanding of all the tools
and procedures needed to create surface designs. The projects you will work on in this book include a
shoehorn, computer mouse, phone case, a modem housing, and stents. Woven into each of these are
procedures, approaches and solutions for possible issues that might arise when you are using surfacing
tools. These can be applied to any project you create. Each project touches on a variety of frequently used
commands such as extrude, loft, boundary, and sweep; surface revolved, filled, split, and knit; using deform
and configurations; mirroring bodies; creating an axis, curve driven and circular patterns, fillets, and
molded parts. Look for the post-it notes next to commands for helpful tips and definitions. Throughout the
book, you will learn techniques of hybrid modeling, the combination of surface and solid modeling. The last
part of the book takes it one step further. Chapter 9 examines hybrid modeling in-depth, guiding you stepby-step from a 2D sketch to the final product, a handle housing. The last two chapters focus on molded
parts, creating and saving visual properties of models and how to repair faulty surfaces. The advanced
surfacing tools and techniques in this book give you the confidence to tackle projects using hybrid
modeling. It is the best method to take full advantage of SOLIDWORKS’ modeling power and create more
complex designs.
Beginner's Guide to SOLIDWORKS 2022 - Level I Nov 28 2019 This book is intended to help new users
learn the basic concepts of SOLIDWORKS and good solid modeling techniques in an easy to follow guide
that includes video instruction. It is a great starting point for those new to SOLIDWORKS or as a teaching
aid in classroom training to become familiar with the software’s interface, basic commands and strategies
as users complete a series of models while learning different ways to accomplish a particular task. At the
end of this book, you will have a fairly good understanding of the SOLIDWORKS interface and the most
commonly used commands for part modeling, assembly and detailing after completing a series of
components and their 2D drawings complete with Bill of Materials. The book focuses on the processes to
complete the modeling of a part, instead of focusing on individual software commands or operations, which
are generally simple enough to learn. Throughout this book the author introduces you to new commands
that are required to pass the Certified SOLIDWORKS Associate exam, as listed on the SOLIDWORKS
website. A dedicated chapter provides you with details about the exam, as well as a practice test to help
you prepare for the actual exam. SOLIDWORKS is an easy to use CAD software that includes many time
saving tools that will enable new and experienced users to complete design tasks faster than before. Most
commands covered in this book have advanced options, which may not be covered in this book. This is
meant to be a starting point to help new users to learn the basic and most frequently used commands.
Includes Video Instruction Each copy of this book includes access to video instruction. In these videos the
author provides a clear presentation of tutorials found in the book. The videos reinforce the steps described
in the book by allowing you to watch the exact steps the author uses to complete the exercises while he
provides additional details along the way. Captioned versions of these videos are also available for
customers who want or need video captions.
A Hands-On Introduction to SOLIDWORKS 2022 Nov 08 2020 SOLIDWORKS is the industry standard in 3D
parametric modeling software, making it an essential tool for anyone going into a wide variety of
engineering and design industries. Specifically written for those who are new to SOLIDWORKS, A HandsOn Introduction to SOLIDWORKS 2022 allows you to relax and learn as you follow an expert in
SOLIDWORKS through the basics of the software to its more in-depth capabilities. Formerly called Project
Based SOLIDWORKS, this revised edition includes new and expanded tutorials. This book works perfectly
for a freshman design class or as a companion text to an engineering graphics textbook. Each tutorial in the
book teaches you how to use engineering graphics concepts while modeling real-world parts and
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assemblies. Learn how to model parts, configurations, create part prints, and assembly drawings. As you
become more comfortable with SOLIDWORKS, later chapters introduce FEA, how to create more complex
solid geometries with parametric modeling, apply tolerances, and use advanced and mechanical mates.
Important commands and features are highlighted and defined in each chapter to help you become familiar
with them. Instructional videos for all the tutorials and the end-of-chapter problems come with the book, so
if you need more help, or are a visual learner, you can refer to them. Some problems are purposely left
open ended to simulate real life design situations; therefore, more than one solution is possible. After
completing all the tutorials in this book, you will be able to accurately design moderately difficult parts and
assemblies and have a firm foundation in SOLIDWORKS. Why this book? Instructors and learners will
appreciate the thoughtful and well-organized layout of A Hands-On Introduction to SOLIDWORKS 2022.
Every chapter begins with the prerequisites needed to complete the tutorials found in the chapter and a list
of what you will learn. You do not necessarily need to complete the tutorials within the book in order, but
make sure that you have the pre-requisite knowledge before you begin. Practice modeling problems and/or
quiz problems at the end of each chapter offer an extra challenge and let you practice your newfound skills.
Working with realistic part models and assemblies means that questions and problems might arise as they
would when you are working on your real-life projects. The author anticipates these questions and how to
address them. For example, if you are in the wrong standard or not on the correct layer, or an unexpected
window appears on the screen, tips and notes quickly remedy the issue. Work alongside the author using
the instructional videos included for every tutorial and end-of chapter problems in the book. Information on
new commands or steps appear at the beginning of each chapter. They include definitions of new features
and concepts and images of how they look on the screen. Everything is clearly labeled for easy
identification. Throughout the book, readers are referred to the appropriate section of the chapter for more
information on the command when needed. A command index at the back of the book lists where each
command can be found for easy reference at any time.
SolidWorks 2013 Tutorial May 03 2020 SolidWorks 2013 Tutorial with Video Instruction is targeted
towards a technical school, two year college, four year university or industry professional that is a beginner
or intermediate CAD user. The text provides a student who is looking for a step-by-step project based
approach to learning SolidWorks with an enclosed 1.5 hour video instruction DVD, SolidWorks model files,
and preparation for the CSWA exam. The book is divided into two sections. Chapters 1 - 7 explore the
SolidWorks User Interface and CommandManager, Document and System properties, simple machine
parts, simple and complex assemblies, design tables, configurations, multi-sheet, multi-view drawings,
BOMs, Revision tables using basic and advanced features along with Intelligent Modeling Techniques,
SustainabilityXpress, SimulationXpress and DFMXpress. Chapters 8 - 11 prepare you for the new Certified
SolidWorks Associate Exam (CSWA). The CSWA certification indicates a foundation in and apprentice
knowledge of 3D CAD and engineering practices and principles. Follow the step-by-step instructions and
develop multiple assemblies that combine over 100 extruded machined parts and components. Formulate
the skills to create, modify and edit sketches and solid features. Learn the techniques to reuse features,
parts and assemblies through symmetry, patterns, copied components, design tables and configurations.
Learn by doing, not just by reading! Desired outcomes and usage competencies are listed for each chapter.
Know your objective up front. Follow the steps in each chapter to achieve your design goals. Work between
multiple documents, features, commands, custom properties and document properties that represent how
engineers and designers utilize SolidWorks in industry.
SOLIDWORKS 2018 Tutorial with Video Instruction Sep 26 2019 SOLIDWORKS 2018 Tutorial with video
instruction is written to assist students, designers, engineers and professionals who are new to
SOLIDWORKS. The text provides a step-by-step, project based learning approach. It also contains
information and examples on the five categories, to take and understand the Certified Associate Mechanical Design (CSWA) exam. The book is divided into four sections. Chapters 1 - 5 explore the
SOLIDWORKS User Interface and CommandManager, Document and System properties, simple and
complex parts and assemblies, proper design intent, design tables, configurations, multi-sheet, multi-view
drawings, BOMs, and Revision tables using basic and advanced features. In chapter 6 you will create the
final robot assembly. The physical components and corresponding Science, Technology, Engineering and
parametric-modeling-with-solidworks-2014

Math (STEM) curriculum are available from Gears Educational Systems. All assemblies and components for
the final robot assembly are provided. Chapters 7 - 10 prepare you for the Certified Associate - Mechanical
Design (CSWA) exam. The certification indicates a foundation in and apprentice knowledge of 3D CAD and
engineering practices and principles. Chapter 11 covers the benefits of additive manufacturing (3D
printing), how it differs from subtractive manufacturing, and its features. You will also learn the terms and
technology used in low cost 3D printers. Follow the step-by-step instructions and develop multiple
assemblies that combine over 100 extruded machined parts and components. Formulate the skills to create,
modify and edit sketches and solid features. Learn the techniques to reuse features, parts and assemblies
through symmetry, patterns, copied components, apply proper design intent, design tables and
configurations. Learn by doing, not just by reading. Desired outcomes and usage competencies are listed
for each chapter. Know your objective up front. Follow the steps in each chapter to achieve your design
goals. Work between multiple documents, features, commands, custom properties and document properties
that represent how engineers and designers utilize SOLIDWORKS in industry.
Mastering Surface Modeling with SOLIDWORKS 2020 Aug 30 2022 • Teaches SOLIDWORKS users
advanced surface modeling skills • Includes tips and techniques for hybrid modeling • Uses clear, step-bystep instructions to help you create real-world projects • Covers how to make molded parts and repair and
patch surfaces Mastering Surface Modeling with SOLIDWORKS 2020 focuses on surfacing tools, an
important aspect of SOLIDWORKS’ design capabilities that fills in the gaps that might be left by using solid
modeling alone. If you are a SOLIDWORKS user currently relying on solid modeling for designs, or are just
not familiar with surface modeling techniques, this book will add these skills to your repertoire to help you
create the highest-quality models. For instructors teaching this advanced skillset, this book’s proven
techniques, practical examples and training files will give students a broad understanding of the
procedures needed to build freeform shapes and place them well on their way to creating sophisticated
surface designs of their own. This manual is one of only a few on the market completely dedicated to
mastering surfacing tools. Each of the ten chapters has clean, clear instructions with plentiful diagrams to
lead you through carefully selected exercises based on the author’s own work experience and techniques.
You are guided from a review of surfacing basics, to advanced surface modeling of real-world objects, to an
explanation and example of hybrid modeling, to surface repairs and patches. Peruse the table of contents
and pick and choose the chapters you are interested in or complete all chapters consecutively to give you
an in-depth understanding of all the tools and procedures needed to create surface designs. The projects
you will work on in this book include a shoehorn, computer mouse, phone case, a modem housing, and
stents. Woven into each of these are procedures, approaches and solutions for possible issues that might
arise when you are using surfacing tools. These can be applied to any project you create. Each project
touches on a variety of frequently used commands such as extrude, loft, boundary, and sweep; surface
revolved, filled, split, and knit; using deform and configurations; mirroring bodies; creating an axis, curve
driven and circular patterns, fillets, and molded parts. Look for the post-it notes next to commands for
helpful tips and definitions. Throughout the book, you will learn techniques of hybrid modeling, the
combination of surface and solid modeling. The last part of the book takes it one step further. Chapter 8
examines hybrid modeling in-depth, guiding you step-by-step from a 2D sketch to the final product, a
handle housing. The last two chapters focus on molded parts, creating and saving visual properties of
models and how to repair faulty surfaces. The advanced surfacing tools and techniques in this book give
you the confidence to tackle projects using hybrid modeling. It is the best method to take full advantage of
SOLIDWORKS’ modeling power and create more complex designs.
Beginner's Guide to SOLIDWORKS 2021 - Level I Aug 06 2020 This book is intended to help new users
learn the basic concepts of SOLIDWORKS and good solid modeling techniques in an easy to follow guide
that includes video instruction. It is a great starting point for those new to SOLIDWORKS or as a teaching
aid in classroom training to become familiar with the software’s interface, basic commands and strategies
as users complete a series of models while learning different ways to accomplish a particular task. At the
end of this book, you will have a fairly good understanding of the SOLIDWORKS interface and the most
commonly used commands for part modeling, assembly and detailing after completing a series of
components and their 2D drawings complete with Bill of Materials. The book focuses on the processes to
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complete the modeling of a part, instead of focusing on individual software commands or operations, which
are generally simple enough to learn. Throughout this book the author introduces you to new commands
that are required to pass the Certified SOLIDWORKS Associate exam, as listed on the SOLIDWORKS
website. A dedicated chapter provides you with details about the exam, as well as a practice test to help
you prepare for the actual exam. SOLIDWORKS is an easy to use CAD software that includes many time
saving tools that will enable new and experienced users to complete design tasks faster than before. Most
commands covered in this book have advanced options, which may not be covered in this book. This is
meant to be a starting point to help new users to learn the basic and most frequently used commands.
Beginner's Guide to SOLIDWORKS 2019 - Level I Oct 27 2019 This book is intended to help new users learn
the basic concepts of SOLIDWORKS and good solid modeling techniques in an easy to follow guide that
includes video instruction. It is a great starting point for those new to SOLIDWORKS or as a teaching aid in
classroom training to become familiar with the software’s interface, basic commands and strategies as
users complete a series of models while learning different ways to accomplish a particular task. At the end
of this book, you will have a fairly good understanding of the SOLIDWORKS interface and the most
commonly used commands for part modeling, assembly and detailing after completing a series of
components and their 2D drawings complete with Bill of Materials. The book focuses on the processes to
complete the modeling of a part, instead of focusing on individual software commands or operations, which
are generally simple enough to learn. The author strived hard to include the commands required in the
Certified SOLIDWORKS Associate and Certified SOLIDWORKS Professional Exams as listed on the
SOLIDWORKS website. SOLIDWORKS is an easy to use CAD software that includes many time saving tools
that will enable new and experienced users to complete design tasks faster than before. Most commands
covered in this book have advanced options, which may not be covered in this book. This is meant to be a
starting point to help new users to learn the basic and most frequently used commands.
SOLIDWORKS 2020 Learn by Doing Feb 09 2021 SOLIDWORKS 2020 Learn by doing introduces new
users to mechanical design using SOLIDWORKS and how it can be used to create a variety of models. In
fourteen tutorial based chapters, the author guides you through all the necessary commands and options in
SOLIDWORKS 2019, from sketching to parametric modeling and finally ending with rendering. The
commands are presented one step at a time using simple examples. The approach used in this book helps
you to become a skilled SOLIDWORKS user.SOLIDWORKS 2020 Learn by doing begins with introduction to
basic modeling. The later chapters focus on additional modeling, top-down assemblies, sheet metal
modeling, drafting, surface modeling, mold tools, weldments, Model-based dimensioning, Appearances, and
SimulationXpress. Table of Contents 1. Getting Started 2. Modeling Basics 3. Assembly Basics 4. Creating
Drawings 5. Sketching 6. Additional Modeling Tools 7. Sheet metal Modeling 8. Top-Down Assembly 9.
Dimensions and Annotations 10. Surface Design 11. Mold Tools 12. Weldments 13. MBD Dimensions 14.
Appearances and Rendering 15. SimulationXpress
Parametric Modeling with SolidWorks 2012 Dec 30 2019 Parametric Modeling with SolidWorks 2012
contains a series of sixteen tutorial style lessons designed to introduce SolidWorks 2012, solid modeling
and parametric modeling techniques and concepts. This book introduces SolidWorks 2012 on a step-by-step
basis starting with constructing basic shapes all the way through to the creation of assembly drawings and
motion analysis. This book takes a hands-on, exercise-intensive approach to all the important Parametric
Modeling techniques and concepts. Each lesson introduces a new set of commands and concepts, building
on previous lessons. The lessons guide the user from constructing basic shapes to building intelligent solid
models, assemblies and creating multi-view drawings. This book also covers some of the more advanced
features of SolidWorks 2012 including how to use the SolidWorks Design Library, basic motion analysis,
collision detection and analysis with SimulationXpress. The exercises in this book cover the performance
tasks that are included on the Certified SolidWorks Associate (CSWA) Examination. Reference guides
located at the front of the book and in each chapter show where these performance tasks are covered.
Parametric Modeling with SOLIDWORKS 2019 Jan 23 2022 Parametric Modeling with SOLIDWORKS
2019 contains a series of seventeen tutorial style lessons designed to introduce SOLIDWORKS 2019, solid
modeling and parametric modeling techniques and concepts. This book introduces SOLIDWORKS 2019 on a
step-by-step basis, starting with constructing basic shapes, all the way through to the creation of assembly
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drawings and motion analysis. This book takes a hands on, exercise intensive approach to all the important
parametric modeling techniques and concepts. Each lesson introduces a new set of commands and
concepts, building on previous lessons. The lessons guide the user from constructing basic shapes to
building intelligent solid models, assemblies and creating multi-view drawings. This book also covers some
of the more advanced features of SOLIDWORKS 2019, including how to use the SOLIDWORKS Design
Library, basic motion analysis, collision detection and analysis with SimulationXpress. The exercises in this
book cover the performance tasks that are included on the Certified SOLIDWORKS Associate (CSWA)
Examination. Reference guides located at the front of the book and in each chapter show where these
performance tasks are covered. This book also introduces you to the general principles of 3D printing
including a brief history of 3D printing, the types of 3D printing technologies, commonly used filaments,
and the basic procedure for printing a 3D model. 3D printing makes it easier than ever for anyone to start
turning their designs into physical objects and by the end of this book you will be ready to start printing out
your own designs.
Parametric Modeling with SOLIDWORKS 2018 Feb 21 2022 Parametric Modeling with SOLIDWORKS 2018
contains a series of seventeen tutorial style lessons designed to introduce SOLIDWORKS 2018, solid
modeling and parametric modeling techniques and concepts. This book introduces SOLIDWORKS 2018 on a
step-by-step basis, starting with constructing basic shapes, all the way through to the creation of assembly
drawings and motion analysis. This book takes a hands on, exercise intensive approach to all the important
parametric modeling techniques and concepts. Each lesson introduces a new set of commands and
concepts, building on previous lessons. The lessons guide the user from constructing basic shapes to
building intelligent solid models, assemblies and creating multi-view drawings. This book also covers some
of the more advanced features of SOLIDWORKS 2018, including how to use the SOLIDWORKS Design
Library, basic motion analysis, collision detection and analysis with SimulationXpress. The exercises in this
book cover the performance tasks that are included on the Certified SOLIDWORKS Associate (CSWA)
Examination. Reference guides located at the front of the book and in each chapter show where these
performance tasks are covered. This book also introduces you to the general principles of 3D printing
including a brief history of 3D printing, the types of 3D printing technologies, commonly used filaments,
and the basic procedure for printing a 3D model. 3D printing makes it easier than ever for anyone to start
turning their designs into physical objects and by the end of this book you will be ready to start printing out
your own designs.
Beginner's Guide to SolidWorks 2015 - Level I Mar 01 2020 This book is intended to help new users
learn the basic concepts of SolidWorks and good solid modeling techniques in an easy to follow guide that
includes video instruction. It is a great starting point for those new to SolidWorks or as a teaching aid in
classroom training to become familiar with the software’s interface, basic commands and strategies as
users complete a series of models while learning different ways to accomplish a particular task. At the end
of this book, you will have a fairly good understanding of the SolidWorks interface and the most commonly
used commands for part modeling, assembly and detailing after completing a series of components and
their 2D drawings complete with Bill of Materials. The book focuses on the processes to complete the
modeling of a part, instead of focusing on individual software commands or operations, which are generally
simple enough to learn. The author strived hard to include the commands required in the Certified
SolidWorks Associate test as listed on the SolidWorks website, as well as several more. SolidWorks is an
easy to use CAD software that includes many time saving tools that will enable new and experienced users
to complete design tasks faster than before. Most commands covered in this book have advanced options,
which may not be covered in this book. This is meant to be a starting point to help new users to learn the
basic and most frequently used commands.
Engineering Design with SOLIDWORKS 2021 Jun 23 2019 Engineering Design with SOLIDWORKS
2021 is written to assist students, designers, engineers and professionals. The book provides a solid
foundation in SOLIDWORKS by utilizing projects with step-by-step instructions for the beginner to
intermediate SOLIDWORKS user featuring machined, plastic and sheet metal components. Desired
outcomes and usage competencies are listed for each project. The book is divided into five sections with 11
projects. Project 1 - Project 6: Explore the SOLIDWORKS User Interface and CommandManager, Document
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and System properties, simple and complex parts and assemblies, proper design intent, design tables,
configurations, multi-sheet, multi-view drawings, BOMs, and Revision tables using basic and advanced
features. Additional techniques include the edit and reuse of features, parts, and assemblies through
symmetry, patterns, configurations, SOLIDWORKS 3D ContentCentral and the SOLIDWORKS Toolbox.
Project 7: Understand Top-Down assembly modeling and Sheet Metal parts. Develop components InContext with InPlace Mates, along with the ability to import parts using the Top-Down assembly method.
Convert a solid part into a Sheet Metal part and insert and apply various Sheet Metal features. Project 8 Project 9: Recognize SOLIDWORKS Simulation and Intelligent Modeling techniques. Understand a general
overview of SOLIDWORKS Simulation and the type of questions that are on the SOLIDWORKS Simulation
Associate - Finite Element Analysis (CSWSA-FEA) exam. Apply design intent and intelligent modeling
techniques in a sketch, feature, part, plane, assembly and drawing. Project 10: Comprehend the differences
between additive and subtractive manufacturing. Understand 3D printer terminology along with a working
knowledge of preparing, saving, and printing CAD models on a low cost printer. Project 11: Review the
Certified SOLIDWORKS Associate (CSWA) program. Understand the curriculum and categories of the
CSWA exam and the required model knowledge needed to successfully take the exam. The author
developed the industry scenarios by combining his own industry experience with the knowledge of
engineers, department managers, vendors and manufacturers. These professionals are directly involved
with SOLIDWORKS every day. Their responsibilities go far beyond the creation of just a 3D model.
Introduction to Solid Modeling Using SOLIDWORKS 2020 Apr 01 2020 This text presents a tutorial-based
introduction to solid modeling and the SOLIDWORKS software.Although the tutorials can be followed by
anyone interested in learning the software, it is geared toward freshman engineering students or high
school students interested in engineering. Accordingly, the examples and problems are based on the
authors’ experience with teaching engineering students. This text primarily consists of chapter-long
tutorials, which introduce both basic concepts in solid modeling (such as part modeling, drawing creation,
and assembly modeling) and more advanced applications of solid modeling in engineering analysis and
design (such as mechanism modeling, mold creation, sheet metal bending, andrapid prototyping). Each
tutorial is organized as “keystroke-level” instructions, designed to teach the use of the software.
Learning SOLIDWORKS 2021 Nov 20 2021 This book will teach you everything you need to know to start
using SOLIDWORKS 2021 with easy to understand, step-by-step tutorials. This book features a simple robot
design used as a project throughout the book. You will learn to model parts, create assemblies, run
simulations and even create animations of your robot design. No previous experience with Computer Aided
Design (CAD) is needed since this book starts at an introductory level. The author begins by getting you
familiar with the SOLIDWORKS interface and its basic tools right away. You will start by learning to model
simple robot parts and before long you will graduate to creating more complex parts and multi-view
drawings. Along the way you will learn the fundamentals of parametric modeling through the use of
geometric constraints and relationships. You will also become familiar with many of SOLIDWORKS's
powerful tools and commands that enable you to easily construct complex features in your models. Also
included is coverage of gears, gear trains and spur gear creation using SOLIDWORKS. This book continues
by examining the different mechanisms commonly used in walking robots. You will learn the basic types of
planar four-bar linkages commonly used in mechanical designs and how to use the GeoGebra Dynamic
Geometry software to simulate and analyze 2D linkages. Using the knowledge you gained about linkages
and mechanisms, you will learn how to modify your robot and change its behavior by modifying or creating
new parts. In the second to last chapter of this book you learn how to combine all the robot parts into
assemblies and then run motion analysis. You will finish off your project by creating 3D animations of your
robot in action. Finally, in the last chapter, the author introduces you to 3D printing. You will learn the
general principles of 3D printing including a brief history of 3D printing, the types of 3D printing
technologies, commonly used filaments, and the basic procedure for printing a 3D model. Being able to turn
your designs into physical objects will open up a whole new world of possibilities to you. There are many
books that show you how to perform individual tasks with SOLIDWORKS, but this book takes you through
an entire project and shows you the complete engineering process. By the end of this book you will have
modeled and assembled nearly all the parts that make up the TAMIYA® Mechanical Tiger and can start
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building your own robot.
SOLIDWORKS 2019 Learn by Doing Jul 25 2019 SOLIDWORKS 2019 Learn by doing introduces new users
to mechanical design using SOLIDWORKS and how it can be used to create a variety of models. In fourteen
tutorial-based chapters, author guides you through all the necessary commands and options in
SOLIDWORKS 2019, from sketching to parametric modeling and finally ending with rendering. The
commands are presented one step at a time using simple examples. The approach used in this book helps
you to become a skilled SOLIDWORKS user.SOLIDWORKS 2019 Learn by doing begins with introduction
basic modeling. The later chapters focus on additional modeling, top-down assemblies, sheet metal
modeling, drafting, surface modeling, mold tools, weldments, MBD Dimensions, and rendering.
Parametric Modeling with SOLIDWORKS 2015 Oct 20 2021 Parametric Modeling with SOLIDWORKS
2015 contains a series of sixteen tutorial style lessons designed to introduce SOLIDWORKS 2015, solid
modeling and parametric modeling techniques and concepts. This book introduces SOLIDWORKS 2015 on a
step-by-step basis, starting with constructing basic shapes, all the way through to the creation of assembly
drawings and motion analysis. This book takes a hands-on, exercise-intensive approach to all the important
Parametric Modeling techniques and concepts. Each lesson introduces a new set of commands and
concepts, building on previous lessons. The lessons guide the user from constructing basic shapes to
building intelligent solid models, assemblies and creating multi-view drawings. This book also covers some
of the more advanced features of SOLIDWORKS 2015 including how to use the SOLIDWORKS Design
Library, basic motion analysis, collision detection and analysis with SimulationXpress. The exercises in this
book cover the performance tasks that are included on the Certified SOLIDWORKS Associate (CSWA)
Examination. Reference guides located at the front of the book and in each chapter show where these
performance tasks are covered.
SolidWorks Surfacing and Complex Shape Modeling Bible Apr 25 2022 If you want to gain proficiency and
expertise with SolidWorks surface modeling, this is the resource for you. You'll learn how to apply concepts,
utilize tools, and combine techniques and strategies in hands-on tutorials. This Bible covers the range from
sketching splines and shelling to modeling blends and decorative features. Complete with professional tips
and real-world examples, this inclusive guide enables you to coax more out of SolidWorks surfacing tools.
Introduction to Solid Modeling Using Solidworks 2018 14e Aug 25 2019 Introduction to Solid
Modeling using SolidWorks primarily consists of chapter-long tutorials, which introduce both basic
concepts in solid modeling (such as part modeling, drawing creation, and assembly modeling) and more
advanced applications of solid modeling in engineering analysis and design (such as mechanism modeling,
mold creation, sheet metal bending, and rapid prototyping). Each tutorial is organized as "keystroke-level"
instructions, designed to teach the use of the software. This new edition has been fully updated for the
SolidWorks 2018 software package. All tutorials and figures have been modified for the new version of the
software. Additional resources are available online at www.mhhe.com/howard2018. Included on the website
are tutorials for three popular SolidWorks Add-Ins, SolidWorks® Simulation, SolidWorks® MotionTM and
PhotoView360. Instructors can also access PowerPoint files for each chapter, the book figures in
PowerPoint format, model files for all tutorials, and end-of-chapter problems, as well as a teaching guide.
What's New: -Video tutorials accompany several chapters and introduce the chapter's content by showing
visual examples -Fully updated text to reflect newest version of SOLIDWORKS -Tutorials and figures have
been updated for the new version of the software
Introduction to SolidWorks Jun 15 2021 This senior undergraduate level textbook is written for Advanced
Manufacturing, Additive Manufacturing, as well as CAD/CAM courses. Its goal is to assist students in
colleges and universities, designers, engineers, and professionals interested in using SolidWorks as the
design and 3D printing tool for emerging manufacturing technology for practical applications. This textbook
will bring a new dimension to SolidWorks by introducing readers to the role of SolidWorks in the relatively
new manufacturing paradigm shift, known as 3D-Printing which is based on Additive Manufacturing (AM)
technology. This new textbook: Features modeling of complex parts and surfaces Provides a step-by-step
tutorial type approach with pictures showing how to model using SolidWorks Offers a user-Friendly
approach for the design of parts, assemblies, and drawings, motion-analysis, and FEA topics Includes
clarification of connections between SolidWorks and 3D-Printing based on Additive Manufacturing
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Discusses a clear presentation of Additive Manufacturing for Designers using SolidWorks CAD software
"Introduction to SolidWorks: A Comprehensive Guide with Applications in 3D Printing" is written using a
hands-on approach which includes a significant number of pictorial descriptions of the steps that a student
should follow to model parts, assemble parts, and produce drawings.
Parametric Modeling with SOLIDWORKS 2020 Jun 27 2022 Parametric Modeling with SOLIDWORKS
2020 contains a series of seventeen tutorial style lessons designed to introduce SOLIDWORKS 2020, solid
modeling and parametric modeling techniques and concepts. This book introduces SOLIDWORKS 2020 on a
step-by-step basis, starting with constructing basic shapes, all the way through to the creation of assembly
drawings and motion analysis. This book takes a hands on, exercise intensive approach to all the important
parametric modeling techniques and concepts. Each lesson introduces a new set of commands and
concepts, building on previous lessons. The lessons guide the user from constructing basic shapes to
building intelligent solid models, assemblies and creating multi-view drawings. This book also covers some
of the more advanced features of SOLIDWORKS 2020, including how to use the SOLIDWORKS Design
Library, basic motion analysis, collision detection and analysis with SimulationXpress. The exercises in this
book cover the performance tasks that are included on the Certified SOLIDWORKS Associate (CSWA)
Examination. Reference guides located at the front of the book and in each chapter show where these
performance tasks are covered. This book also introduces you to the general principles of 3D printing
including a brief history of 3D printing, the types of 3D printing technologies, commonly used filaments,
and the basic procedure for printing a 3D model. 3D printing makes it easier than ever for anyone to start
turning their designs into physical objects and by the end of this book you will be ready to start printing out
your own designs.
Space Modeling with SolidWorks and NX May 27 2022 Through a series of step-by-step tutorials and
numerous hands-on exercises, this book aims to equip the reader with both a good understanding of the
importance of space in the abstract world of engineers and the ability to create a model of a product in
virtual space – a skill essential for any designer or engineer who needs to present ideas concerning a
particular product within a professional environment. The exercises progress logically from the simple to
the more complex; while Solid Works or NX is the software used, the underlying philosophy is applicable to
all modeling software. In each case, the explanation covers the entire procedure from the basic idea and
production capabilities through to the real model; the conversion from 3D model to 2D manufacturing
drawing is also clearly explained. Topics covered include modeling of prism, axisymmetric, symmetric and
sophisticated shapes; digitization of physical models using modeling software; creation of a CAD model
starting from a physical model; free form surface modeling; modeling of product assemblies following
bottom-up and top-down principles; and the presentation of a product in accordance with the rules of
technical documentation. This book, which includes more than 500 figures, will be ideal for students
wishing to gain a sound grasp of space modeling techniques. Academics and professionals will find it to be
an excellent teaching and research aid, and an easy-to-use guide.
Space Modeling with SolidWorks and NX Mar 13 2021 Through a series of step-by-step tutorials and
numerous hands-on exercises, this book aims to equip the reader with both a good understanding of the
importance of space in the abstract world of engineers and the ability to create a model of a product in
virtual space – a skill essential for any designer or engineer who needs to present ideas concerning a
particular product within a professional environment. The exercises progress logically from the simple to
the more complex; while Solid Works or NX is the software used, the underlying philosophy is applicable to
all modeling software. In each case, the explanation covers the entire procedure from the basic idea and
production capabilities through to the real model; the conversion from 3D model to 2D manufacturing
drawing is also clearly explained. Topics covered include modeling of prism, axisymmetric, symmetric and
sophisticated shapes; digitization of physical models using modeling software; creation of a CAD model
starting from a physical model; free form surface modeling; modeling of product assemblies following
bottom-up and top-down principles; and the presentation of a product in accordance with the rules of
technical documentation. This book, which includes more than 500 figures, will be ideal for students
wishing to gain a sound grasp of space modeling techniques. Academics and professionals will find it to be
an excellent teaching and research aid, and an easy-to-use guide.
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SOLIDWORKS 2021 and Engineering Graphics Jan 29 2020
Beginner's Guide to Solidworks 2012 Jul 05 2020 This book is intended to help new users to learn the basic
concepts of SolidWorks and good solid modeling techniques in an easy to follow guide. It will be a great
starting point for those new to SolidWorks or as a teaching aid in classroom training to become familiar
with the software’s interface, basic commands and strategies as the user completes a series of models while
learning different ways to accomplish a particular task. At the end of this book, you will have a fairly good
understanding of the SolidWorks interface and the most commonly used commands for part modeling,
assembly and detailing after completing a series of components and their 2D drawings complete with Bill of
Materials. The book is focused on the processes to complete the modeling of a part, instead of focusing on
individual software commands or operations, which are generally simple enough to learn. The author
strived hard to include the commands required in the Certified SolidWorks Associate test as listed on the
SolidWorks website, as well as several more. SolidWorks is an easy to use CAD software that includes many
time saving tools that will enable new and experienced users to complete design tasks faster than before.
Most commands covered in this book have advanced options, which may not be covered in this book. This is
meant to be a starting point to help new users to learn the basic and most frequently used commands.
SOLIDWORKS 2020 Tutorial Apr 13 2021 • Uses step-by-step, project based tutorials designed for
beginning or intermediate users • Will prepare you for the Certified SOLIDWORKS Associate Exam •
Includes a chapter introducing you to 3D printing SOLIDWORKS 2020 Tutorial is written to assist students,
designers, engineers and professionals who are new to SOLIDWORKS. The text provides a step-by-step,
project based learning approach. It also contains information and examples on the five categories in the
CSWA exam. The book is divided into four sections. Chapters 1 - 5 explore the SOLIDWORKS User
Interface and CommandManager, Document and System properties, simple and complex parts and
assemblies, proper design intent, design tables, configurations, multi-sheet, multi-view drawings, BOMs,
and Revision tables using basic and advanced features. In chapter 6 you will create the final robot
assembly. The physical components and corresponding Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM)
curriculum are available from Gears Educational Systems. All assemblies and components for the final
robot assembly are provided. Chapters 7 - 10 prepare you for the Certified Associate - Mechanical Design
(CSWA) exam. The certification indicates a foundation in and apprentice knowledge of 3D CAD and
engineering practices and principles. Chapter 11 covers the benefits of additive manufacturing (3D
printing), how it differs from subtractive manufacturing, and its features. You will also learn the terms and
technology used in low cost 3D printers. Follow the step-by-step instructions and develop multiple
assemblies that combine over 100 extruded machined parts and components. Formulate the skills to create,
modify and edit sketches and solid features. Learn the techniques to reuse features, parts and assemblies
through symmetry, patterns, copied components, apply proper design intent, design tables and
configurations. Learn by doing, not just by reading. Desired outcomes and usage competencies are listed
for each chapter. Know your objective up front. Follow the steps in each chapter to achieve your design
goals. Work between multiple documents, features, commands, custom properties and document properties
that represent how engineers and designers utilize SOLIDWORKS in industry.
SOLIDWORKS 2019 Tutorial Sep 06 2020 SOLIDWORKS 2019 Tutorial is written to assist students,
designers, engineers and professionals who are new to SOLIDWORKS. The text provides a step-by-step,
project based learning approach. It also contains information and examples on the five categories in the
CSWA exam. The book is divided into four sections. Chapters 1 - 5 explore the SOLIDWORKS User
Interface and CommandManager, Document and System properties, simple and complex parts and
assemblies, proper design intent, design tables, configurations, multi-sheet, multi-view drawings, BOMs,
and Revision tables using basic and advanced features. In chapter 6 you will create the final robot
assembly. The physical components and corresponding Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM)
curriculum are available from Gears Educational Systems. All assemblies and components for the final
robot assembly are provided. Chapters 7 - 10 prepare you for the Certified Associate - Mechanical Design
(CSWA) exam. The certification indicates a foundation in and apprentice knowledge of 3D CAD and
engineering practices and principles. Chapter 11 covers the benefits of additive manufacturing (3D
printing), how it differs from subtractive manufacturing, and its features. You will also learn the terms and
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technology used in low cost 3D printers. Follow the step-by-step instructions and develop multiple
assemblies that combine over 100 extruded machined parts and components. Formulate the skills to create,
modify and edit sketches and solid features. Learn the techniques to reuse features, parts and assemblies
through symmetry, patterns, copied components, apply proper design intent, design tables and
configurations. Learn by doing, not just by reading. Desired outcomes and usage competencies are listed
for each chapter. Know your objective up front. Follow the steps in each chapter to achieve your design
goals. Work between multiple documents, features, commands, custom properties and document properties
that represent how engineers and designers utilize SOLIDWORKS in industry.
SOLIDWORKS 2020 Advanced Techniques Oct 08 2020 • The perfect follow up to SOLIDWORKS
Intermediate Skills • Uses a step by step tutorial approach with real world projects • Comprehensive
coverage of advanced SOLIDWORKS tools and techniques • Covers parts, surfaces, SimulationXpress, sheet
metal, top-down assemblies and core and cavity molds • Features a quick reference guide and a Certified
SOLIDWORKS Professional practice exam SOLIDWORKS 2020 Advanced Techniques picks up where
SOLIDWORKS 2020 Intermediate Skills leaves off. Its aim is to take you from an intermediate user with a
basic understanding of SOLIDWORKS and modeling techniques to an advanced user capable of creating
complex models and able to use the advanced tools provided by SOLIDWORKS. The text covers parts,
surfaces, SimulationXpress, sheet metal, top-down assemblies and core and cavity molds. Every lesson and
exercise in this book was created based on real world projects. Each of these projects has been broken
down and developed into easy and comprehensible steps. Furthermore, at the end of every chapter there
are self test questionnaires to ensure that you have gained sufficient knowledge from each section before
moving on to more advanced lessons. This book takes the approach that in order to understand
SOLIDWORKS, inside and out, you should create everything from the beginning and take it step by step.
Parametric Modeling with SOLIDWORKS 2017 May 15 2021 Parametric Modeling with SOLIDWORKS 2017
contains a series of seventeen tutorial style lessons designed to introduce SOLIDWORKS 2017, solid
modeling and parametric modeling techniques and concepts. This book introduces SOLIDWORKS 2017 on a
step-by-step basis, starting with constructing basic shapes, all the way through to the creation of assembly
drawings and motion analysis. This book takes a hands on, exercise intensive approach to all the important
parametric modeling techniques and concepts. Each lesson introduces a new set of commands and
concepts, building on previous lessons. The lessons guide the user from constructing basic shapes to
building intelligent solid models, assemblies and creating multi-view drawings. This book also covers some
of the more advanced features of SOLIDWORKS 2017, including how to use the SOLIDWORKS Design
Library, basic motion analysis, collision detection and analysis with SimulationXpress. The exercises in this
book cover the performance tasks that are included on the Certified SOLIDWORKS Associate (CSWA)
Examination. Reference guides located at the front of the book and in each chapter show where these
performance tasks are covered. This book also introduces you to the general principles of 3D printing
including a brief history of 3D printing, the types of 3D printing technologies, commonly used filaments,
and the basic procedure for printing a 3D model. 3D printing makes it easier than ever for anyone to start
turning their designs into physical objects and by the end of this book you will be ready to start printing out
your own designs.
Engineering Design with SOLIDWORKS 2022 Jan 11 2021 A comprehensive introduction to SOLIDWORKS
using tutorial style, step-by-step instructions Designed for beginning or intermediate SOLIDWORKS users
Learn to create parts and assemblies using machined, plastic and sheet metal components Also covers
Simulation, Sustainability, and Intelligent Modeling techniques Includes bonus chapters on the CSWA exam
and 3D printing Engineering Design with SOLIDWORKS 2022 is written to assist students, designers,
engineers and professionals. The book provides a solid foundation in SOLIDWORKS by utilizing projects
with step-by-step instructions for the beginner to intermediate SOLIDWORKS user featuring machined,
plastic and sheet metal components. Desired outcomes and usage competencies are listed for each project.
The book is divided into five sections with 11 projects. Project 1 - Project 6: Explore the SOLIDWORKS User
Interface and CommandManager, Document and System properties, simple and complex parts and
assemblies, proper design intent, design tables, configurations, multi-sheet, multi-view drawings, BOMs,
and Revision tables using basic and advanced features. Additional techniques include the edit and reuse of
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features, parts, and assemblies through symmetry, patterns, configurations, SOLIDWORKS 3D
ContentCentral and the SOLIDWORKS Toolbox. Project 7: Understand Top-Down assembly modeling and
Sheet Metal parts. Develop components In-Context with InPlace Mates, along with the ability to import
parts using the Top-Down assembly method. Convert a solid part into a Sheet Metal part and insert and
apply various Sheet Metal features. Project 8 - Project 9: Recognize SOLIDWORKS Simulation and
Intelligent Modeling techniques. Understand a general overview of SOLIDWORKS Simulation and the type
of questions that are on the SOLIDWORKS Simulation Associate - Finite Element Analysis (CSWSA-FEA)
exam. Apply design intent and intelligent modeling techniques in a sketch, feature, part, plane, assembly
and drawing. Project 10: Comprehend the differences between additive and subtractive manufacturing.
Understand 3D printer terminology along with a working knowledge of preparing, saving, and printing CAD
models on a low cost printer. Project 11: Review the Certified SOLIDWORKS Associate (CSWA) program.
Understand the curriculum and categories of the CSWA exam and the required model knowledge needed to
successfully take the exam. The author developed the industry scenarios by combining his own industry
experience with the knowledge of engineers, department managers, vendors and manufacturers. These
professionals are directly involved with SOLIDWORKS every day. Their responsibilities go far beyond the
creation of just a 3D model.
Parametric Modeling with SolidWorks 2013 Jun 03 2020 Parametric Modeling with SolidWorks 2013
contains a series of sixteen tutorial style lessons designed to introduce SolidWorks 2013, solid modeling
and parametric modeling techniques and concepts. This book introduces SolidWorks 2013 on a step-by-step
basis, starting with constructing basic shapes, all the way through to the creation of assembly drawings and
motion analysis. This book takes a hands-on, exercise-intensive approach to all the important Parametric
Modeling techniques and concepts. Each lesson introduces a new set of commands and concepts, building
on previous lessons. The lessons guide the user from constructing basic shapes to building intelligent solid
models, assemblies and creating multi-view drawings. This book also covers some of the more advanced
features of SolidWorks 2013 including how to use the SolidWorks Design Library, basic motion analysis,
collision detection and analysis with SimulationXpress. The exercises in this book cover the performance
tasks that are included on the Certified SolidWorks Associate (CSWA) Examination. Reference guides
located at the front of the book and in each chapter show where these performance tasks are covered.
Introduction to Solid Modeling Using SolidWorks 2008 Sep 18 2021 Presenting solid modelling not
just as a communication tool, but as an integral part of the design process, this title explores design intent,
the use of solid models in engineering analysis, and introduces techniques from manufacturing such as
mould design and sheet metal patterning.
Parametric Modeling with SOLIDWORKS 2021 Sep 30 2022 Parametric Modeling with SOLIDWORKS 2021
contains a series of seventeen tutorial style lessons designed to introduce SOLIDWORKS 2021, solid
modeling and parametric modeling techniques and concepts. This book introduces SOLIDWORKS 2021 on a
step-by-step basis, starting with constructing basic shapes, all the way through to the creation of assembly
drawings and motion analysis. This book takes a hands on, exercise intensive approach to all the important
parametric modeling techniques and concepts. Each lesson introduces a new set of commands and
concepts, building on previous lessons. The lessons guide the user from constructing basic shapes to
building intelligent solid models, assemblies and creating multi-view drawings. This book also covers some
of the more advanced features of SOLIDWORKS 2021, including how to use the SOLIDWORKS Design
Library, basic motion analysis, collision detection and analysis with SimulationXpress. The exercises in this
book cover the performance tasks that are included on the Certified SOLIDWORKS Associate (CSWA)
Examination. Reference guides located at the front of the book and in each chapter show where these
performance tasks are covered. This book also introduces you to the general principles of 3D printing
including a brief history of 3D printing, the types of 3D printing technologies, commonly used filaments,
and the basic procedure for printing a 3D model. 3D printing makes it easier than ever for anyone to start
turning their designs into physical objects and by the end of this book you will be ready to start printing out
your own designs.
Solidworks 2013 Bible Dec 10 2020 A comprehensive resource packed with information for both
beginners and advanced users SolidWorks is the leading 3D solid modeling software used in computerOnline Library forums.fulltimecasual.com on December 2, 2022 Free Download Pdf

aided design. It's powerful but not simple. This complete guide introduces beginners to the software but
then goes far beyond, covering numerous details that advanced users have requested. Beginners will learn
not only how the software works but why, while more experienced users will learn all about search criteria,
Pack-and-Go, other file management concepts, and much more. A valuable companion website contains
before and after real-world parts and assemblies along with many example files used in the text.
Additionally, the text of the book is augmented by video tutorials with author voice-over which can be found
on the website. SolidWorks is the leading 3D CAD program, and previous editions of this book have sold
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more than 33,000 copies Covers necessary information to give beginners a solid foundation in the software,
including part and assembly modeling and 2D drawing techniques Addresses a wide range of advanced
topics not treated in other books, including best practices, search criteria, Pack-and-Go, and other file
management concepts Includes tutorials on both beginning and advanced topics, with videos; sample part,
assembly, and drawing files; and before-and-after example files available on the companion website
SolidWorks 2013 Bible is the ultimate resource on SolidWorks 2013, the book beginners can start with and
advanced users will want to keep close at hand.
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